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NGC 5216: Keenan's System by Winder/Hager
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• Too many adjectives for science: 

excellent, high quality, trustable, … Open

Scientific Reproducibility is a fundamental
principle of the Scientific Method, a
process pioneered by Ibn al-Haytham.
In the XIth century, he proposed that a
hypothesis must be supported by
experiments based on confirmable
procedures or mathematical evidence.
Made special emphasis on reproducibility
of results.

• Let’s go back 1000 years in time…

Open Science: a new concept?

Ibn al-Haytham (965 – 1040)



• Too many adjectives for science: 

excellent, high quality, trustable, … Open

Descartes reminded us in the 17th century
that Scientific Reproducibility is a
fundamental principle of the Scientific
Method, and laid the foundations for the
Philosophy of Science

• Or let’s go back 383 years in 
time…

• Science = Scientific Method = Reproducible = Open! 
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Open Science: a new concept?

The concept is not new. The tools to implement Open Science practices 

are quickly moving forward
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Maybe with this?



Open Science: then what happened since 1637?
• Moving beyond the PDF

40% Knowledge Burying in paper publication = 

Rest In Paper
(S. Bechhofer 2011, Research Objects: Towards Exchange and Reuse of 

Digital Knowledge)

http://w
w
w
.clipartkid.com

/rip-cliparts/

Need of exposing the complete scientific 

record, not the story and in a way the experiment 

can be discovered and understood  

Knowledge Burying in paper publication  

Research Objects: Towards Exchange and Reuse of Digital 

Knowledge, S. Bechhofer et al. 2011 “New mechanisms are needed that will allow us to share, 

exchange and reuse digital knowledge”

http://www.clipartkid.com/rip-cliparts/

Rest In Paper

Beyond the PDF initiative 

MOVING FROM NARRATIVES (LAST 300 YRS) 
TO THE ACTUAL  OUTPUT OF RESEARCH



Open Science: then what happened since 1637?
• Moving beyond the PDF

http://www.clipartkid.com/rip-cliparts/

Moving from narratives (last 300 yrs) to the 
actual output of research is not so easy

40% Knowledge Burying in paper publication = 

Rest In Paper
(S. Bechhofer 2011, Research Objects: Towards Exchange and Reuse of 

Digital Knowledge)

In practice



…indeed is not so easy
Big Data 

preservation
& transfer

Primary (raw) data can not be 
accessed in an automatic way

Standarized
catalogues

Processed data and images are only 
publicly available in the paper PDF

Findable
code

Repositories

There are some scripts for processing 
the data on a server somewhere, but 

no one remembers where

Software 
environment
preservation

The code is in a public repository, but 
good luck trying to install/execute it.
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• FAIR (www.go-fair.org) is a multi-disciplinary bottom-up initiative
to make scientific data reusable.

FAIR: 

Findable

Accesible

Interoperable

Reusable

http://www.go-fair.org/
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Standarized
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Processed data and images are only 
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good luck trying to install/execute it.

• Effort is not always rewarded
• Requires new advanced tools to support scientists to fulfill FAIR

FAIR: 

Findable

Accesible

Interoperable

Reusable



Is “Big Data science” 
possible without Open 

Science?



The Challenge: extraction of Scientific Knowledge

Huge and complex data volumes
Large teams distributed globally

A shared challenge for data-intensive research

Computing / storage / network / human resources will be needed:

• Efficient exploitation of Distributed Computing Infrastructures
• Large international alliances of scientists

• Tools to enhance scientific collaboration
• Platforms to share data, methods and knowledgeO
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Open Science is the Aim and also the Mean
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The Square Kilometre Array “case”

The SKA Regional Centres, the core of the SKA Science

Mathieu’s talk yesterday

Global sh
ift in research practices

Credits: AENEAS 
project



Key ingredients of the SRCs to support Open Science

Science 
Gateway

New 
Metrics

Workflows and 
provenance

Reproducible 
Notebooks

Standards for data 
interoperability 

(IVOA)

access to project data

place for software 
analysis, visualisation

Location agnostic platform

Collaborative Science

User support and training

Open 
to 

society
Citizen Science



The challenge from different perspectives

Individual users

Large teams
Service providers

Publishers

Evaluators/Funding 
agencies

new roles new perspectives

Implementation of Open, reproducible 
science is challenging, even more in this
new framework:



Data to the desktop: “individual scientist”

• I have the best code, which I know how to use and can do special things

• I do not trust any pipeline that you made
• partly because I know better how to do it
• partly because I read the news and there is a reproducibility crisis
• well, and I can hardly reproduce the results of my own papers some years later...

• In general I want full control of the software and of the computational
environment

About trust



Computation to data, providers perspective: Data Centres

About technology

• We need to install your software in our platform. Can we trust it? 
Can we run it? Environment, dependencies, etc

• Hey, we are offering services to the community, computation + 
tools. We would be grateful if you allow us to share it with other
users (with proper credit)

• Mmmm, sharing is great, but, putting the software in the platform
is not enough: you need to provide the context for people to be 
able to rerun the software on the same or other data



Large alliances of scientists

About metrics of research careers

• We have tools to generate Advanced Data Products, and we will put
them there where the storage and computation is (Data Centres)

• But... we put effort on it, what would we gain if we make the
*additional effort* to make it reusable? If we make it, then we will
pave the way to competitors

• Well, maybe we will share in 4 yrs time (PhD typical time)



Publishers

• Will we need different profiles of referees to evaluate the 
scientific discussion together with the data quality and the 
methods (aka. Reproducibility)?

• If the data and the methods (tools) will be in Data Centres, will 
our referees need to become a “user” of the Data Centres to be 
able to validate a paper?

• Will we be able to engage so many referees as may be needed?

• Will we need to validate the data, the tools, and the scientific 
analysis separately?

Publishing models



Policy makers / funding agencies

• How to measure reproducibility?

• How to weight it and/or aggregate with other indicators?

Evaluation

See later on “Revised 

research assesments” 



Infrastructures/facilities

• For scientific facilities, adoption of Open Science is both a need 
and a duty.

About being an 
example



“Open Science, based on the precept of making scientific 
research collaborative, transparent and accessible to all, is 
rooted in SKA’s foundational principles. So is the related 
concept of scientific reproducibility, a fundamental aspect of 
the modern Scientific Method since the 17th century allowing 
independent teams to have access to methodology and tools 
to be able to confirm experiments and validate results.”

Reproducibility as a metric of success

Adoption of Open Science values

“Reproducibility of SKA science data products. This 
metric will measure how complete the workflow 
description is that is linked to each SKA data product. 
[…] must reflect completeness of the provenance 
information for each data product and accessibility of 
the software used. This is related to how well SKA 
science data products adhere to the FAIR principles .”

ENDORSED by the Council: Construction
Proposal (CP) and Observatory
Establishment and Delivery Plan (OEDP)

The SKA and Open Science
3. Impact of the SKA3.3.2 Open SCience

6. Observatory operations6.1.2 Scientific success metrics



Revised research assessments



Remember: Open Science started bottom-up 
with manifestos authored by large sections of the scientific community

(Altmetrics-2010, DORA-2012, Metric Tide - 2015, Leiden Manifesto-2015, 

Hong-Kong Principles – 2020)

(Astronomy = IVOA – 2002)



Almetrics

Altmetrics is the creation and study of new metrics based on the 
Social Web for analyzing, and informing scholarship.

http://altmetrics.org/about/



STEPHEN PINCOCK, 2013. NATURE, 495, 539



Marzo 2017

Not just citation of articles, various forms
of social media shares, web-downloads, 
any other measure of the Q and impact of 
research outcomes

Thematic Reports: Types, use in the
context of Open Science, Incentives and 
Rewards, Strategies, Experiences and 
Models, Final Report - Altmetrics and 
Rewards

2018
Evaluations Revisited

April 2020



Principles for assessment criteria

• Focusing research assessment criteria
on quality

– Openness of research, and results that
are verifiable and reproducible where
applicable, strongly contribute to
quality

doi: 10.2777/707440

November 2021
Evaluations Revisited

• Recognise the diversity of research and reward early sharing and open 
collaboration



July 2020



Impact

Vecteezy.com



Open Science for sustainability and inclusiveness
Open Science represents an approach to research that is collaborative, 
transparent and accessible

Open Science definition, European Commission, 2017, doi: 10.2777/75255  

“Open Science embodies the need to transform, open and

democratize the entire knowledge generation to ensure that every

scientific challenge is faced and really drives and allows the

achievement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals”
UNESCO and Open Science (2020) [1]



Open Science for sustainability and inclusiveness

Science hidden behind paywall barriers

• Free access to research sources to the whole scientific

community = limitations to science progress

• OS = Data and results more accessible and reliable

• OS = Promotion of scholarly exchange of ideas

• OS = Avoid duplication

Acceleration of knowledge transfer to Society, pandemics, 

sanitary crisis

• Speed up building of skills

• Teaching, e.g. how to access public archives, 

fostering collaborative practices

• Citizen science



Open Science for sustainability and inclusiveness

Promote equity, diversity and inclusion

• All previous items +

• A tool enabling an objective evaluation of work

• Barriers are even more emphasized to scientist women in 

places where their contribution tend to be ignored or

anonymized.



Open Science
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• “Instead of playing the game it is time to change the rules” 

Chambers et al 2014, AIMS Neuroscience 1,4, 2014

• Astronomy is in a privileged situation as pioneer

• Open reproducible science is: a duty and a need

• We made a lot of progress in the last few years in all areas!
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• Astronomy is in a privileged situation as pioneer

• Open reproducible science is: a duty and a need

• We made a lot of progress in the last few years in all areas!

Infrastructures are key for implementing O.S.
(aka SKAO & SRCs)

In the end there should not be "good" science, 
but only Science
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